
Benediktas Lynch Running for President of the USWSU Manifesto 

My name is Benediktas Lynch and I am running for the position of USWSU 
President. I study Rugby Coaching and Development and am looking to bring big 
changes to the University of South Wales Student Union. 

I have three main goals: 

• Disaffiliate the USWSU from the NUS.  
• Create cheaper registration fees for sports teams.  
• Keep the side gate permanently open.   

Goal #1: Disaffiliate the USWSU from the NUS.   

The NUS is an undemocratic. The leader of the NUS (Malia Bouattia) is elected 
based on a number of delegates sent by universities across the country. The 
leader of the NUS is not picked by the students, but rather a minority of 
delegates who do not reflect the views of the student population. I believe in 
system of one student-one vote. A vote for me is a vote to disaffiliate from the 
National Union of Students and become an independent student union. 

Goal #2: Cheaper registration fees for sports teams.   

At the moment, it is too expensive for students to partake in sports teams. I plan 
to make this cheaper by lobbying on behalf of the student body for more 
involvement from the University of South Wales in the Student Union. I will work 
to get increased funding so it costs less to be involved in University sport. This is 
crucial in having an active and healthy student population.   

Goal #3: Keep the side gate permanently open.  Keeping the side-gate shut at 
night is causing problems for the community and within the university itself. It 
creates longer walks for students to get back to houses after long nights in the 
library. The community has complained about noise from nights out, however, 
keeping the side gate shut just prolongs the noise as loud drunks have to take a 
longer walk home.   

Achieving these three goals will make our Student Union great again and we can 
focus on improving the student experience for all USW students.  

 


